Choreography: CHARLES JUDE
Ballet de l'Opéra national de Bordeaux
Music: Léo Delibes
Costumes: Philippe Binot
Light: François Saint Cyr
Recorded in July 2010 at Il TEATRO LA FENICE DI VENEZIA
With the Orchestra del Teatro La Fenice conducted by Geoffrey Styles
Sets: Giulio Achilli
Magical effects advise: Gérard Majax

"Coppélia" is the most classic of the French ballets. Created in 1870 at the Opera de Paris, it fed on the evolution of the society and on the choreographers’ imagination. Here is a “sparkling” version, modernized and pacy. The action takes place in the America of Fred Astaire, Gene Kelly and Jérôme Robbins. Style and spirit of the musicals of Broadway, Hollywood fantasy...And 40 dancers!!
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